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This arrangement of materials is essentially refinement to create the Essence of the Earth. Make sure that the essence of the mop energy is from the Obelisk, the Black Aurem or the celestial prism for the essence of the mop for work. The essence of the Earth is either rarely washed out of the Earth's Guardian, or can be
manufactured in the Essence Refinery, as shown in the picture. Place 1 block of dirt in the top slot, two stone blocks in side slots, one obsidian block in the lower slot and secret ash in the center. Use Edit The essence of the Earth is used to create a battlemage breast plate and is also a component in creating high-level
spell excavations. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. All Elemental Essences are elements in Ars Magica 2 that are used to create elements and create spells. Note that these entities are different from the usual Essence. List of EntitiesEnit The following entities can be obtained
from the boss of their element, or created in your Essence Refiner: Receiving EntitiesIt Essences can be created in Essence Refiner or get from some bosses. Usually used to make combat magician armor and spells. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The essence of the fire is
created in the Essence Oil Refinery. It can also be obtained from the murder of the fire Guardian boss. Creating the Essence of Fire Materials needed to produce Fire Essence; 1 Arkane Ashe 2 Blaze Powder 2 Coal Arkane Ashe walks in the center, with the rest of the elements surrounding him. You will also need an
entity from the Obelisk that must be connected to essence refiner using a crystal key. (Don't use two, it spends ethereum) Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. From Feed The Beast, Wiki Earth Essence is a component added by Ars Magica 2. It is used to make Battlemage armor
and some Flicker Foci. It is also used to create certain spells in the Kraft Altar. It can be obtained by defeating the Keeper of the Earth. Essence Mrefiner Recipe 'edit' edit source The essence of the Earth can be crafted by Essence Refiner. Magic Bee Productions 'edit' edit source The essence of the Earth can be
produced with the help of the Bees of Edre Magic Bees. The Essence of the Earth Bee Basic chance Specialty Erde Bee 7% Yes 4 comments
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